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Abstract

Since the introduction of its Quantitative and Qualitative Easing program in 2013, the

Bank of Japan (BoJ) has been increasing its holdings of Japanese equity through large

purchases of index-linked ETFs with the intention of supporting asset prices and reducing

the cost of capital of domestic companies. We exploit the cross-sectional heterogeneity of

the shock to supply induced by the policy to identify a positive, sizeable and persistent

impact on stock prices consistent with a portfolio balance channel. The evidence suggests

that demand curves for stocks are downward sloping in the long-run. We estimate an

increase of 20 basis points in aggregate market valuation per trillion Yen invested into the

program, corresponding to a price elasticity of 1. Finally, we show that the purchases of

ETFs tracking the price-weighted Nikkei 225 index generate significant pricing distortions.
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1 Introduction

With policy interest rates constrained at the zero lower bound, many central banks around

the world have resorted to unconventional monetary policy tools. Within the range of un-

conventional measures, large-scale asset purchase (LSAP) programs have attracted particular

attention because of their large size and thus their impact on central banks’ balance sheets.

The massive expansion of both the assets and liabilities of central banks exposes them to con-

siderable risks and raises questions about the consequences of a potential exit from QE.

There is considerable evidence that central banks’ asset purchases can have an economically

significant impact on yields in the targeted markets, which has likely motivated central banks

to continue these purchases over the past decade (see Gagnon et al. (2010), Neely et al.

(2010), Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011), Swanson (2011), Hamilton and Wu

(2012), Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen (2013), D’Amico and King (2013), Eser and

Schwaab (2016)). However, despite the widespread use of LSAP programs, the debate is

still ongoing with regard to the mechanisms linking asset purchases to asset prices and the

persistence of the impact. Unlike policy rate targeting, asset purchases are explicit decisions

on quantities and are designed to have a noticeable impact on market prices. Even though

the idea of easing through quantity relies on the view that large purchases by the central bank

reduce assets’ risk premia, there is not yet a clear theoretical foundation for how and under

which conditions this is expected to work. In general, the relationship between the quantity

of an asset and its price is not yet well understood.

Since 2013, the Bank of Japan (BoJ) has been engaging in what they have named Quantitative

and Qualitative Easing (QQE) program as an attempt to fight against deflation. As part of

its broader QQE agenda, the BoJ has been vigorously increasing its domestic equity holdings

through purchases of index-linked ETFs. By the end of 2016, the BoJ owned approximately

¥14 trillion worth of Topix and Nikkei ETFs, which corresponds to more than 2.5% of the

total market capitalization. This unprecedented equity operation has the declared objective

of supporting asset prices and reducing the cost of equity capital of Japanese companies

(BoJ, 2013). We argue that this intervention represents a unique laboratory in which to test

how QE impacts equity prices and its implications for market efficiency, as well as a unique

opportunity to shed some light on the long-debated question of the elasticity of long-term

demand curves for stocks.

The literature on the effectiveness of QE has proposed several channels through which central

banks can affect prices. A natural explanation is provided by the so-called “portfolio-balance”

channel, the basic mechanism of which was first discussed by Tobin (1969), Brunner and

Meltzer (1973) and Frankel (1985). According to this channel, when the central bank buys

a particular asset, it reduces the amount held by the private sector, effectively changing the
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risk composition of the investors’ aggregate portfolio. For this to be an equilibrium, prices

need to adjust to ensure market clearing.

We propose a simple structural asset pricing model that generalizes the idea of the portfolio

balance channel to the case of equities.1 The key implication of portfolio rebalancing that we

derive from the model is that the change in the systematic risk for each firm is determined

by: (i) the entire vector of purchases and (ii) the covariance matrix of cash flows.

We bring the model to the data in a standard event-study framework, exploiting two specific

events in which the BoJ announced major expansions of its ETF purchases. On October 31,

2014, the BoJ announced a three-fold increase in the purchase of ETFs and on July 29, 2016,

it communicated a further doubling of the budget amount.

We document that both announcements produced a highly heterogeneous response of equity

prices at the company level. Figure 1 plots for the 2014 announcement the average cumulative

raw returns of the two groups of firms that were expected to be most and least affected by the

policy. The divergence in returns is statistically and economically significant. Results from

cross-sectional regressions show that the variation in event returns in the cross-section is con-

sistent with the change in the marginal contribution of each stock to the risk of the aggregate

portfolio held by private investors, as predicted by the portfolio-balance channel.

Looking at returns on longer horizons, we find no evidence of reversal over a one-year window

after the policy announcements, which supports the time-series prediction of the model. Prices

adjust only gradually to the announcement, which, according to our model is consistent with

the decrease in the residual duration of the program over time. This may also suggests that

investors do not fully believe in the commitment of the central bank, but rather gradually

increase the probability they attach to the continuation of the policy.

We estimate the long-term net effect of the portfolio-balance channel at market level at about

22 basis points per trillion yen employed. With the total market capitalization of about ¥500

trillion, this implies an elasticity close to one since each yen invested translates into an increase

in total market valuation of roughly one yen. As it is made clear by the model, this effect is

a joint function of the covariance structure of the market and the vector of purchases.

We argue that the two extensions of the purchase program provide us with an ideal natural

experiment to examine the net effect of a long-lasting change in supply on prices for at

least three reasons. First, the purchase schedule of the central bank is exogenous to firms’

fundamentals in the cross-section. Second, unlike asset purchases by the Federal Reserve,

the program of the BoJ affects the supply of each security according to an ex ante well-

defined purchase schedule. Third, since roughly half of the capital of the central bank is

1It is easy to show that the duration channel discussed in the literature is a special case of our model when

all securities in the economy are exposed to a single source of risk.
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Figure 1: Heterogeneity of Event Returns. This figure shows the time series of the mean

cumulative raw returns around the BoJ announcement of October 2014, of two groups of firms

ranked by the model predicted price movement π. The blue line is the average for first quartile of the

distribution (firms with the highest predicted price impact), while the red dashed line corresponds

to the average for the last quartile (firms with the lowest predicted price impact). Bands represent

bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.

allocated according to the weights of the price-weighted Nikkei 225 index, the purchases

produce variation in the cross-section of supply shocks relative to market capitalization that

is as good as random. In general, the identification of the impact is a challenging task.

However, the intervention of the BoJ provides us with an empirical framework that mitigates

endogeneity concerns and improves the identification of the net effect of a change in supply,

which crucially relies on the exogeneity of the shock.

The non-fundamental nature of the Nikkei weighting system was already exploited in Green-

wood (2005, 2008) to establish a causal relationship between uninformed demand shocks and

prices following a large redefinition of the Nikkei 225 index. A major difference between the

LSAP setting and the one of index redefinitions lies in the nature of the shocks. As the

central bank buys assets, it is effectively transferring a portion of fundamental risk from the

private sector to its balance sheet, and holds it for an arguably long period of time. This

is at least conceptually different from an index redefinition event, in which securities merely

change hands from active investors to index funds. The central bank can be thought of as

a buy-and-hold long-term investor whose portfolio holdings are not marked-to-market. Its

long-term commitment to the policy induces a long-lasting change to supply, making our set-

ting better suited than index redefinitions to identify price effects due to a movement along
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investors’ long-term demand curves.

The model that we propose extends the theoretical framework used in Greenwood (2005) to

account for this difference in setting. As in Greenwood (2005), we consider an economy with

multiple assets in finite supply and a CARA-utility representative agent that maximizes her

wealth in each period. We introduce quantitative easing in the form of an exogenous shock

to the supply of assets, which is first announced and then gradually carried out over a given

policy horizon. The agent correctly understands that the QQE program will affect the market-

clearing portfolio in each future period, which determines the new vector of equilibrium

risk premia. Crucially, extending the model to an infinite horizon relaxes the assumption

that uncertainty is resolved at a terminal date, which mechanically drives the reversal in

Greenwood (2005). In our model, prices adjust to the change in supply to reflect the new

risk composition of the market portfolio. It follows that we should not observe a reversal at

any horizon, unless the central bank is expected to unwind its position. This prediction of

the model is consistent with the observed time-series pattern. Market efficiency requires that

today’s asset prices reflect expectations of future returns, hence in this context, they should

also reflect expectations about the future stock of assets. Therefore, a credible announcement

by the central bank that it will purchase assets at a future date should reduce risk premia

immediately. To allow for a sluggish price reaction after the announcement, we extend the

model to feature imperfect credibility of the monetary policy commitment.

Finally, our cross-sectional empirical analysis confirms the concerns raised by the financial

press that the intervention of the BoJ might be inducing price distortions, due to the deviation

of the purchase schedule from market weights. We document a significantly heterogeneous

effect of the policy both at company and industry level. A modification of the QQE has the

potential to address this problem. The model shows that the only way to achieve a cross-

sectionally homogeneous shift in risk premia is for the BoJ to hold each stock proportionally

to the company market capitalization. At the moment, however, still roughly a quarter of

the BoJ capital is allocated to the price-weighted Nikkei index.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the ETF purchase program of

the BoJ. Section 3 reviews the relevant literature. Section 4 presents the model and discusses

the effectiveness of different LSAP designs as implied by the model. Section 5 describes the

data and presents our main empirical findings. Section 6 considers the flow effect of direct

purchases and evaluates its relative importance with respect to the portfolio rebalancing effect.

Section 7 concludes.
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2 The ETF Program of the BoJ

As part of the “Quantitative and Qualitative monetary Easing” (QQE) introduced on April

4, 2013, the BoJ embarked on a large scale asset purchasing (LSAP) program committing

itself to purchasing large quantities of broad market ETFs with the declared view of lowering

risk premia of asset prices (BoJ, 2013). The policy budget was initially set at ¥1 trillion (US$

10 billion). On two occasions the BoJ announced a sharp expansion of the target amount: on

October 31, 2014, the Bank communicated that the annual mark was tripled to ¥3 trillion,

and was again doubled on July 29, 2016, to ¥6 trillion. The policy changes are clearly visible

along the time series of monthly ETF purchases by the bank, as shown in Figure 2. The

time series of aggregate ETF purchases is available at daily frequency on the BoJ homepage

starting from December 2010.
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Figure 2: Quarterly ETF Purchases of the Bank of Japan in billion yen. Changes in the

bar color indicate changes in the policy target purchase amounts. In the first phase the target was

set to ¥1 trillion, in the second phase it was tripled to ¥3 trillion and in the third phase it was

doubled to ¥6 trillion. Data is from the BoJ website.

Its holdings accumulated rapidly, and by the end of 2016, the BoJ owned more than ¥14

trillion worth of broad market ETFs. This corresponds to 2.5% of the total capitalization of

the First Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange, and around 3% of the Japanese GDP. The

share of BoJ holdings to aggregate Assets Under Management (AUM) of broad market ETFs

has grown from almost zero to more than 70% since the beginning of the program; this is

even more remarkable if we consider that the ETF industry in Japan almost tripled in value

between 2013 and 2016. For comparison, over the past 10 years the annual aggregate net flows

into or out of the Japanese equity fund industry amounted on average to roughly ¥3 trillion
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in absolute value.2 The magnitude of the program is therefore economically important.

The policy targets two types of ETFs: those tracking the Tokyo Stock Price Index (Topix) and

those replicating the return of the Nikkei 225 Stock Average.3 At inception of the program,

the money allocated to each ETF was set to be proportional to its assets under management

(AUM). The ratio of the aggregate AUM of ETFs tracking the Topix Index and those of

ETFs tracking the Nikkei 225 Index is roughly 1 to 1.2. This approximately translates into

half of the capital flowing into Nikkei ETFs and half into Topix ETFs. In turn, this then

maps into a demand shock at the stock level that depends on each company’s weight in the

underlying index.

The Topix is a value-weighted index tracking the roughly 2000 companies listed on the First

Section of the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE), while the Nikkei 225 is a price-weighted index

of 225 Topix companies representative of the Japanese stock market. The constituents of the

Nikkei index are typically large, liquid blue-chip companies that account for roughly two-

thirds of the market capitalization of the TSE First Section on aggregate. The Nikkei 225 is

the most widely traded equity benchmark in Japan.

The weighting system of the two indices implies that the BoJ allocates half of its budget

to companies proportionally to their market value. The remaining half of the budget flows

instead to the Nikkei constituents proportionally to their price, not accounting for the number

of shares outstanding, thus producing misallocation relative to market capitalization. Under

market efficiency, the market value of a company should reflect all available fundamental

information. The dispersion of the ratio between price weights and value weights is therefore

expected to be unrelated to firms fundamentals. The relative underweighting is clearly more

severe for companies not included in the Nikkei index. However, Figure A3 shows that there

is a high degree of heterogeneity in the allocation of capital across Nikkei companies as well.

There we plot the distribution of the log of the ratio between the weight in the Nikkei and

the weight in the Topix across Nikkei companies to measure the cross-sectional dispersion of

the resulting allocation at the stock level.

Given the unusual weights of the BoJ purchase schedule, a sudden expansion of the policy

budget produces a natural experiment where companies are hit by an uninformed demand

shock that is highly heterogenous in the cross-section and orthogonal to firms fundamentals

after controlling for market capitalization. In this paper we exploit the exogenous variation

2Data is from Thomson Reuters Lipper Global Fund Flows database.
3On November 19, 2014, the BoJ started buying also ETFs tracking the JPX-Nikkei 400 Index. This

approximately corresponds to 43% of the purchases flowing to ETFs tracking the Topix, 53% to ETFs tracking

the Nikkei 225 and the remaining 4% to ETFs tracking the JPX Nikkei 400. For simplicity, in the empirical

analysis we round the share of both Topix and Nikkei ETFs to 50%, neglecting the JPX Nikkei 400. This

simplification does not affect the results of our analysis.
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Figure 3: BoJ Purchases and ETF inflows. On the left axis we plot the daily comulative

purchases of ETFs by the BoJ (blue line) and the estimated daily cumulative inflows into ETFs

tracking either the Nikkei or the Topix index (black line). Both are in trillion yen. On the right

axis the figure shows the cumulative return of the Topix index (gray dashed line).

in the cross-section of shocks to supply to identify the causal impact of the purchase program

on equity prices. We argue with the help of a simple asset pricing model, that the deviation

from a value-weighted allocation also allows us to isolate the portfolio-rebalancing channel of

the policy impact.

Overall, the portfolio of the BoJ ends up deviating significantly from the allocation that mar-

ket capitalization would dictate. To illustrate the extent of this distortion, take 3 companies

with fairly similar market capitalization and therefore similar Topix weights (between 0.45%

and 1% in 2014): Canon, Fast Retailing and Nintendo. Canon and Fast Retailing are both

among the Nikkei constituents, however with very different weights, namely around 1.2%

versus 9.5%, respectively. Nintendo, on the contrary, is not included in the Nikkei index. It

follows that the BoJ allocates to Fast Retailing 4 times more capital than to Canon, and 19

times more than to Nintendo. The effects of the departure from a value-weighted allocation

are reflected in the indirect ownership that the BoJ accumulated over time. According to

estimates by the Financial Times, through these purchases the central bank has indirectly

become the largest shareholder in a quarter of Topix stocks. In Table 1 we report the ten

stocks with the highest estimated indirect ownership share by the BoJ.

Given that the BoJ is purchasing ETFs, a question arises naturally about the link between

the demand of ETFs and prices in the underlying stock market. Because of the creation
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mechanism in the primary market, new ETF shares are issued if demand exceeds supply in

the secondary market. In the case of physical ETFs, at creation the ETF sponsor is required

to hold the physical basket of securities that composes the index that the ETF seeks to track

for a value equal to the creation unit. This means that the creation of ETF shares necessarily

involves a corresponding trade in the underlying market. The mechanism is visualized in

Figure A1. Even though we cannot directly observe whether ETF shares have been created

on demand of the central bank, we can infer it from the data on the AUM of ETF sponsors.

First, from the website of the Japan Exchange Group (JPX) we obtain the list of the ETFs

listed on the Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) that track either the Nikkei or the Topix index.

From Bloomberg we then get daily data on AUM for each ETF. We estimate inflows simply

as the difference between the actual increase in AUM and the increase in AUM due to the

return on the index that the ETF is tracking. Figure 3 plots the time-series of the inflows

into ETFs versus the amount purchased by the BoJ. It is apparent that the flows into these

ETFs is almost completely due to the LSAP program. We can also infer from the plot that

the purchases of the BoJ have consistently triggered creation of new ETF shares. In fact,

trades that take place in the secondary ETF market do not affect the flows into an ETF since

they do not directly involve the purchase or sale of underlying securities. We interpret this

as evidence that the intervention of the BoJ in the ETF market constitutes an almost one to

one intervention in the stock market.

It must be noted that the bias towards Nikkei companies did not go unnoticed among practi-

tioners and the BoJ was blamed by the financial press of distorting the market. In response

to the criticism, on September 21, 2016, the BoJ amended the terms and conditions of the

program and announced it will change the maximum amount of each ETF to be purchased.

From October 2016 the BoJ will allocate ¥2.7 trillion a year (US$ 26.4 billion) to Topix

ETFs, while the remaining ¥3 trillion will be spread out between the Topix, Nikkei 225 and

JPX-Nikkei Index 400. For the Nikkei-ETFs this will mean a drop from 55% to about 25% of

the annual purchases by the BoJ, which will bring the allocation of the flows closer to what

market capitalization would justify. Yet, the accumulated balance sheet of the BoJ remains

tilted away from a value-weighted allocation.

3 Related Literature

With data on the effects of QE slowly becoming available following the actual implementation

of unconventional policies by central banks, recent years have seen a surge in empirical and

theoretical research on the effectiveness and the transmission mechanisms of unconventional

monetary policy. Both Joyce et al. (2012) and, more recently, Buraschi and Whelan (2015)

provide an excellent survey of the literature.
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BOJ Share BOJ Flow Market Cap Nikkei weight

Company Name (%) (bn JPY) (bn JPY) (%)

Mitsumi Electric Co Ltd 10.3 5.8 56.1 0.17

Advantest 8.9 27.5 309.1 0.63

Fast Retailing 8.7 336.4 3854.7 9.17

Taiyo Yuden 7.8 10.0 129.0 0.32

Toho Zinc 7.7 3.3 43.2 0.09

Tdk Corporation 7.4 71.0 959.0 1.41

Konami Holding 7.2 37.6 524.5 0.65

Trend Micro 7.0 36.2 514.9 0.90

Comsys Holding 6.6 18.3 275.7 0.39

Nissan Chem In 6.2 30.6 489.7 0.53

Average 6.1 3.8 255.6 0.44

Median 5.9 0.2 43.8 0.20

Table 1: BoJ indirect shareholdings. Summary statistics on indirect ownership by the BoJ for the ten

companies with the highest BoJ share. BoJ Flow are the cumulative compounded BoJ purchases at company

level since the beginning of QQE and Market Cap is the company’s market capitalization. BoJ Share is the

ratio of BoJ Flow and Market Cap. Average and median values are calculated over the universe of Topix firms.

The values in the first three columns are as of August 31, 2016. The last column reports the average company

weight in the Nikkei 225 index over the study period. Notice that the ten companies with the highest BoJ

share have all positive weights in the Nikkei 225 index.

The empirical work generally finds that targeted asset purchases by central banks have affected

rates of return. Gagnon et al. (2010), Neely et al. (2010), Swanson (2011), Hamilton and Wu

(2012), Eser and Schwaab (2016) among others, all find evidence that the LSAPs by the

Fed or the ECB did reduce longer term interest rates. Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen

(2011, 2013) find that the Fed’s purchase of long-term US Treasury bonds significantly raised

Treasury bond prices, but had limited spillover effects for the private sector bond yields. This

narrow effect seems to be consistent with clientele demand for safe assets, in the presence of

which spillovers to other assets are expected to be limited to bonds that are considered as safe

as Treasuries (scarcity or safety channel). Similarly, D’Amico and King (2013) find strong

evidence of local effects with the impact being largest for the actual bonds purchased and

for those of close maturities, which suggests limited substitutability across maturities. The

concern that these local effects might be driven by the endogeneity of the choice of the Fed

to target precisely those securities that it viewed as underpriced, is tackled in D’Amico and

King (2013) with an instrumental variable approach. Krishnamurthy and Vissing-Jorgensen

(2011) use intra-day data to support their claim that the effects documented in daily data
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are indeed causal.

In order to keep up with the empirical evidence, theories on the effectiveness of LSAPs de-

veloped away from the notion that, in a frictionless world, a simple expansion of the balance

sheet of the central bank should have no effect. This neutrality result is formalized in Eg-

gertsson and Woodford (2003) and crucially relies on the assumption of a rational infinitely

lived agent with no credit restrictions, who sees no difference between its own assets and those

held by the central bank.

For QE to have an impact on equilibrium prices, any asset pricing model has to introduce some

form of friction. Imperfect asset substitutability is key to the so called ”portfolio-balance”

channel of unconventional monetary policy, whose basic mechanism was first discussed by

Tobin (1969), Brunner and Meltzer (1973) and Frankel (1985). According to the idea behind

this channel, when the central bank buys a particular asset, it reduces the amount held by

the private investors, effectively forcing them into a different portfolio. For this to be an

equilibrium, prices need to adjust to ensure market clearing. In particular, through this

channel asset purchases are expected to push up the price of the target asset and of its

substitutes. In the case of purchases of government bonds, the policy reduces the amount

of duration risk in the hands of investors and therefore the return required for holding it.

In this context, the baseline portfolio rebalancing mechanism is therefore sometimes referred

to as duration channel. Vayanos and Vila (2009) tries to reconcile the predictions of the

portfolio rebalancing channel with the observed lack of spillovers across maturities, building

on market segmentation and preferred-habitat theories as proposed by Culbertson (1957) and

Modigliani and Sutch (1966).

A large number of papers show that large-scale asset purchases by central banks have effects

beyond those due to portfolio balance. In the case of purchases of long-term bonds, Krishna-

murty and Vissing-Jorgensen (2011) provide compelling empirical evidence that the so called

signalling channel explains a significant fraction of the drop in bond yields observed after the

Federal Reserve’s QE announcements. The idea behind this channel is discussed in Eggerts-

son and Woodford (2003), who claim that financial markets may interpret LSAPs as signals

about the central bank’s intention to keep interest rates low, thus influencing long-term yields

through investors’ expectations about the future path of interest rates. As argued in Clouse

et al. (2000), the commitment to low rates is especially credible when the central bank ex-

poses its balance sheet to considerable duration risk through purchases of long term bonds.

Markets may also infer from the commitment of the central bank to engage in large-scale

equity purchases an inclination towards monetary accommodation. According to Eggertsson

and Woodford (2003), asset purchases by central banks may impact prices only indirectly via

the signalling channel.

The literature has proposed various other channels to explain the impact of QE on asset
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prices. For instance, many researchers attribute the beneficial effect of the Fed’s MBS pur-

chases on risk premia during the financial crises to a capital constraints channel motivated

by the distress in the financial intermediary sector (Curdia and Woodford, 2011, He and Kr-

ishnamurthy, 2013). Overall, the results of the empirical literature suggest that the specific

workings of LSAPs depend on the asset purchased and the economic conditions under which

these purchases take place. We complement this evidence by documenting the effects of the

ETF program by the BoJ, a unique case in which a central bank is targeting the equity

market.

Our analysis is also closely related to another strand of literature, namely to a question that

has a long tradition in asset pricing: do demand curves for stocks slope down? Ultimately,

the workings of the portfolio balance channel is a matter of elasticity of assets’ demand

curves. This has usually been considered an empirical question and since Scholes (1972)

and Shleifer (1986) researchers have been on the hunt for natural experiments that allow

to investigate the effect of clearly uninformed trades on prices. The empirical evidence so

far mostly relies on event studies around index redefinition announcements and fire sales

by institutional investors. The general finding is that large non-fundamental trades have a

significant but temporary price impact, even though the speed and extent of the reversal is

still subject of debate. Greenwood (2005) provides rather convincing evidence of downward-

sloping short-term demand curves exploiting a comprehensive redefinition of the Japanese

Nikkei 225 index that triggered rebalancing by index tracking investors for a total trading

amount of around US$ 19 billion. The paper finds significant event returns and an almost

complete reversal over the two-month period after the announcement, which is consistent

with limits to arbitrage in the short-run and price efficiency in the long-run. These results

are interpreted as evidence that short-term demand curves slope down, but long-term ones

are instead flat. We document that the large-scale purchases of equity ETFs by the BoJ

produce a persistent price impact in the underlying securities which runs counter the idea

that uninformed supply shocks affect prices only temporarily due to short-lived limits to

arbitrage and is at odds with previous evidence on flatness of long-run demand curves.

4 The Model

We develop a theoretical framework to describe the portfolio rebalancing channel as the

transmission mechanism from LSAP to asset prices. The idea is that the asset purchases

of the BoJ shift part of the fundamental risk from the market to the balance sheet of the

central bank. The net effect on asset prices of this risk transfer is not simply proportional

to the purchased amounts but, instead, it crucially depends on the correlation structure of

firms fundamentals. Because the premium demanded by investors for a given security is
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proportional to its marginal risk contribution in the market portfolio, the price effect of the

monetary intervention is proportional to the implied change in this quantity.

Our model features the central bank only in reduced form: the policy rule is exogenous and

set equal to what the BoJ is implementing in practice.

4.1 General Framework

Consider an economy with n risky assets in fixed supply Q = (Q1, . . . , Qn), paying dividends

in every time period. The dividend Dt paid at time t is

Di,t = Di,0 +
t∑

s=1

εi,s, ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , n (1)

where each εi,t is revealed at time t. The fundamental innovations εi are modelled as zero

mean jointly normal random variables, iid over time. Let Σ denote the fundamental covariance

matrix of the steady state equilibrium and γ the aggregate risk-aversion

Investors optimally choose their time-t demand Nt to maximize their next period utility

max
N

Et (− exp(−γWt+1))

s.t. Wt+1 = Wt(1 + r) +N ′t(pt+1 +Dt+1 − pt(1 + r))

where W is the total wealth and N ′t denotes the transpose of the vector Nt.

Appendix C shows that the equilibrium asset pricing equation in the model is

pt =
1

r
(Dt − γΣΩt) (2)

where Ωt is the vector of time-t expected future asset supply, properly discounted by time.

The closed form expression for Ωt is derived in Appendix C. Absent monetary policy shocks,

the equity premium collapses to γΣQ, an increasing function of the covariance with the market

portfolio and the risk aversion parameter γ.

At date t = 1 the central bank announces purchases described by the vector u = (u1, . . . , un),

equally distributed over M periods after the announcement. We refer to M as the policy

horizon. Let ut denote the vector of cumulative purchases by the central bank up to period

t. We assume for simplicity that ut = t · u for t = 1, . . . ,M and that ut = M · u for t > M .

One can think of ut as the active side of the balance sheet of the central bank at any time t.

This implies that in our model the central bank’s balance sheet evolves deterministically and

grows linearly over time.
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The realized demand shocks negatively affect the net supply of assets in each period so that,

setting Q0 = Q, we have

Et[Qt+1] = Et[Q0 − ut+1] = Q− Et[ut+1]

In the following sections we consider the price impact of these supply shocks under different

degrees of policy credibility. The central bank intervention is always assumed to be fully

unexpected before the announcement date, i.e. E0[ut] = 0 for every t ≥ 0.

4.2 Perfect Credibility

We first consider the case in which the commitment of the central bank to the target purchases

is fully credible and understood, so that there is no uncertainty about the stream of demand

shocks:

Et[ut+1] = ut+1 = (t+ 1)u

As shown in Appendix C, the price adjustment at the announcement is

p1 − p0 =
1

r
(ε1 + γΣ(Mu− ϕ(1)u)) (3)

Ignoring fundamental innovations, (3) thus predicts a price jump at t = 1 of magnitude

γΣ(Mu − ϕ(1)u). This swing in prices is due to the fact that the policy is unexpected at

t = 0 but it is fully impounded into prices as soon as it is revealed, correctly accounting for

the delayed realizations of the actual BoJ purchases.

In the following periods (t ≥ 1) price changes are instead given by

pt+1 − pt =
1

r
(εt+1 − γΣ(ϕ(t+ 1)− ϕ(t))u) , t = 1, . . . M (4)

where ϕ(t) < M is a decreasing scalar function of time defined in Appendix C.

Equation (4) shows that in the post-announcement period the non-stochastic component of

price changes is γΣ(ϕ(t + 1) − ϕ(t))u, which accounts for the delay between the announce-

ment of the supply shocks and their realizations. These adjustments are quantitatively small

compared to the initial reaction to the BoJ disclosure at t = 1. Nevertheless, because their

cross-sectional distribution is persistently parallel and of the same sign of the initial price

impact, they add up to create a positive momentum continuation of the initial cross-sectional

effect.

In short, if the central bank target is fully credible prices immediately adjust to incorporate

the impact of the policy over the entire horizon, motivated by the expected decrease in the
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asset supply. Subsequently, small adjustments follow due to the fact that the supply is actually

being decreased as the central bank carries over its purchases.

We now formulate testable hypotheses on the cross-sectional distribution of the described price

effects, which are the crucial predictions of our model. We define the empirical counterpart

û of u as the vector of dollars amount purchased by the BoJ for each security

ûi ≡ pi,0 · ui, ∀i ∈ 1 . . . , n

where ui is the announced purchase of stock i in units of shares. Moreover let

Σ̂i,j ≡ Cov(Ri, Rj), ∀i, j ∈ 1 . . . , n

be the stationary covariance matrix of stock returns.

Proposition 1. The vector of returns R1 = (p1−p0)/p0 on the announcement day is positively

related to the vector π = Σ̂û in the cross-section.

Proposition 2. The vectors of returns Rt+1 following the announcement day (t ≥ 1) are

positively related to the vector π = Σ̂û in the cross-section.

Proofs are in Appendix C.

These testable predictions of our theoretical framework are important for two reasons. First,

they allow to disentangle the portfolio rebalancing explanation from alternative channels

based on improved market conditions or forward guidance – see e.g. Gagnon et al. (2010)

and Woodford (2012) – since only the former can account for the predicted cross-sectional

heterogeneity in the price effect of the asset purchase program. Second, they provide a

practical instrument that central banks can use to map any purchase schedule u to the

corresponding impact on equity prices and, consequently, to the cost of financing of public

firms.

In Section 5 we show that Proposition 1 and 2 are born out in the data, thus supporting our

theoretical framework and identifying the portfolio rebalancing channel as the key transmis-

sion mechanism of monetary policy interventions to asset prices in the equity market.

4.3 Imperfect Credibility

As we will describe in Section 5, the data shows a sizable momentum effect following the

announcement day. From a quantitative perspective, this pattern can hardly be reconciled

with the small trend induced in post event returns by the function ϕ(t). We thus allow for

the possibility of the effect of the announced purchase program to be slowly impounded into

prices, by means of a parameter measuring the degree of credibility of the central bank. This
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simple modification of our model can fully account for the observed time series pattern even

from a quantitative point of view.

Specifically, we introduce a time-varying scalar λt controlling the degree of investors confidence

in the continuation of the asset purchase program. Let λt be real numbers such that

Et [Qj ] = Q− λtuj , t ≥ 1

The following observations about investors beliefs at time t are an immediate consequence of

the definition:

(i) λt > 1 =⇒ the size of the LSAP is expected to be larger than announced

(ii) λt = 1 =⇒ the LSAP will be in place, exactly as announced

(iii) λt < 1 =⇒ the size of the LSAP is expected to be smaller than announced

As we show in Appendix C and we report in the following Propositions, the size of both

the initial price reaction and the subsequent adjustments depend on the degree of credibility.

More specifically the price jump at t = 1 is increasing in the initial degree of credibility λ1,

while the post-event returns are linked to the time series evolution of λt.

Proposition 3. The vector of price changes p1 − p0 during the announcement day is posi-

tively related to π = Σu in the cross-section. Moreover, the magnitude of p1 − p0 is directly

proportional to λ1, the initial degree of the announced policy credibility.

Proposition 4. Assume ∆λt+1 = λt+1 − λt > 0. Then the vector of price change pt+1 − pt
following the announcement day (t ≥ 1) is positively related to π = Σu in the cross-section.

Moreover, the magnitude of pt+1 − pt is an increasing function of ∆λt+1.

Notice that λt ≡ 1 corresponds to the perfect credibility case, so that Propositions 3 and 4

collapse to Propositions 1 and 2, respectively.

Even though we think of λt as the degree of credibility of the central bank conditional on

time-t information, the parameter suits a number of alternative interpretations, which are not

mutually exclusive. For instance, a λt monotonically increasing to 1 over some trading days

may reflect the slow movement of capital in the spirit of Duffie (2010). Or, as in Barberis and

Thaler (2003), the slow reaction may be due to the bounded rationality of agents who fail to

correctly process the consequences of the BoJ announced program.
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5 Empirical Analysis

5.1 A first look at the data

From Compustat Global we collect stock-level data on daily returns, volumes and shares

outstanding for the roughly 2000 stocks of the Topix universe for the period 2013-2016. From

the same source we also get returns and volume data for the Topix index during the period

2013-2016, and the time-series of dollar-yen exchange rates for the same period.

From Thomson Reuters Datastream we collect the Topix and Nikkei index weights for every

stock in our sample, at monthly frequency. We get the daily time-series of ETF purchases

carried out by the BoJ from the official website of the central bank, which is presented in

Figure 2. The distribution of index weights is presented in Figures A4, together with the

distribution of the weights of the BoJ purchase schedule. In the same Figures we plot the

distributions of market betas and Forex betas, whose estimation is described in Section 5.3

and Section 5.4, respectively. Table A1 presents summary statistics on the companies in our

sample.

5.2 Vector of expected purchases

In the guidelines to the LSAP program, the BoJ states that it would spread its purchases

among index-tracking ETFs proportionally to the aggregate AUM of each ETF. In practice,

this corresponds roughly to a 50-50 allocation of capital between Topix and Nikkei ETFs over

the entire policy horizon.

Let A be the total Yen amount purchased by the Bank of Japan, pi be the price of security

i at the announcement date and wi,T , wi,N the weight of stock i in the Topix and Nikkei

indices. Under the assumptions of the model the vector u of purchases by the BoJ is given

by

ui(¥) = Twi,T +Nwi,N

where T and N indicate the amount BoJ capital allocated to Topix and Nikkei ETFs, respec-

tively. Empirically, index weights wi,T and wi,N are calculated as of the end of the month

preceding the announcement.

For the purpose of the analysisof this Section, we compute the vector u by ui = wi,T + wi,N ,

so that the vector of model-implied price impacts π = Σu and its empirical counterpart are

parallel.
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5.3 Estimation procedure

We estimate the fundamental covariance matrix and market betas separately for the two

events.

Over an estimation window of one year, ending four months before each BoJ announcement,

we estimate a simple market model for each stock i

Ri,t = αi + βMi RM,t + ei,t (5)

where Ri,t are daily returns of stock i and RM,t is a proxy for daily returns of the market

portfolio. We consider different proxies for the market portfolio, namely the return on the

Topix Index and an equally weighted portfolio of the securities in our sample. Results are

robust to the choice of the proxy.

The fitted residuals êi,t from the estimation are used as the empirical proxy for the funda-

mental innovations εi,t of the model as defined in (1). Consequently, we define the empirical

counterpart Σ̂ of the fundamental covariance matrix Σ as the cross-sectional covariance of

the fundamental returns innovations4.

Since the cross-sectional dimension of our data is larger than the sample size, we know that the

sample covariance matrix of returns is a poor estimator of Σ. We therefore use the shrinkage

method proposed by Ledoit and Wolf (2004) to obtain a well-conditioned e more accurate

estimator, which also ensures that the resulting matrix is always positive definite.

We estimate abnormal event returns of each stock i over a window of four months centered

on the BoJ announcement date as ARi,t = Ri,t − R̂i,t, where R̂i,t is the predicted return of

the estimated market model (5).

5.4 Event study

The model predicts a positive relationship between each security abnormal event return and

the change in its marginal contribution to the risk of the aggregate portfolio. This testable

cross-sectional hypothesis implied by the model is summarized in Proposition 4, of which

Proposition 1 is a special case.

As a preliminary test of this relationship we rank stocks in the Topix universe by the predicted

abnormal event return πi = (Σu)i into four equally-weighted portfolios. Figure 4 plots the

cumulative abnormal returns of the low and high π portfolios. Plots on the left show the

event returns around the first policy change in 2014, while those on the right present the effect

4Estimating Σ̂ on raw returns leads to qualitatively identical results in the empirical analysis.
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of the second change in 2016. The reported bands represent bootstrapped 95% confidence

intervals.

These plots suggest that the model is successful at predicting the cross-sectional variation in

returns. The pattern of abnormal returns is similar for the two events, with returns on the

high π portfolio being significantly higher than those on the low π portfolio.

One might be concerned that the sorting on π is implicitly ranking stocks based on firms’

characteristics such as size, export share, market beta, leverage or growth opportunities, which

might explain the divergence in returns. Table A2 reports summary statistics for the firms in

the four groups. Given that the policy is putting a lot of weight on Nikkei companies, which

are on average larger than non-Nikkei ones (see Table A1), firms in the different quartiles differ

in their market value, with π being positively correlated with market capitalization.

The policy announcement could affect equity prices through its impact on the foreign exchange

market. We estimate stocks’ sensitivities to changes in the exchange rate by running the

following regression

Ri,t = αi + βMi RM,t + βFi Ft + ei,t

for each stock i over the entire sample period. Here, Ft is the daily percentage change

in the exchange rate from US Dollar to Japanese Yen. The summary statistics show that

most Japanese companies are negatively affected by a depreciation of the yen, net of market

movements. This is especially true the lower π. It is therefore important to control for βF

when testing the model: if the yen depreciated as a consequence of the announcement, we

would spuriously observe returns proportional to π, which could be confused with evidence

in favor of portfolio rebalancing.

Market leverage and market-to-book ratios are similar across groups. The market beta as well

does not show a group specific pattern. To check that the explanatory power of our model

is robust to firms’ characteristics, in the following section we run cross-sectional regressions

including different sets of control variables.

5.5 Cross-sectional regressions

We confirm the pattern in the plots by running security-level cross-sectional regressions of

event returns on the predicted price impact πi and a set of control variables:

RH
i = a0 + a1 πi + a2 ui + a3 log(capi) + a4 β

M
i + a5 β

F
i + a6 ILLIQi +ηi (6)

For the purpose of these regressions, event returns are defined as the cumulative returns

computed over the 10 trading days following the announcement (H=10). We control for a

security’s weight in the purchase schedule of the BoJ (u), the natural logarithm of its market
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Figure 4: Cumulative returns of high versus low π stocks (in percentage). This figure shows the

time series of the mean cumulative returns around the BoJ announcements of stocks with high predicted price

impact π against that of low π stocks. The plots on the left refer to the announcement on October 31st, 2014,

while those on the right show the reaction to the announcement on July 29th, 2016. The two top panels plot

the unadjusted returns. In the four remaining panels returns are adjusted using a market model estimated in a

window of one year, as described in Section 5.3. An equally-weighted portfolio of stocks in the Topix universe

is used a proxy for the market portfolio in the middle panels, while the return of the Topix index is used in

the bottom panels. The blue line is the average for the first quartile of the distribution (firms with the highest

predicted price impact), while the red dashed line corresponds to the average for the last quartile (firms with

the lowest predicted price impact). Bands represent bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals.
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capitalization, its market beta, its Forex beta and its Amihud ratio as a proxy for illiquidity.

The choice of the control variables is informed by the heterogeneity of companies across groups

pointed out in the previous section. We include industry fixed effects to make sure that our

results hold within industries.

We estimate this regression using data on the entire universe of Topix firms, for the two events

separately. Panel A of Table 2 investigates the cross-sectional effect of the BoJ announcement

on October 31, 2014 (when the target purchase amount of ETFs was tripled), while Panel

B analyzes event returns following the announcement on July 29, 2016 (when the target was

raised further, namely doubled). In either cases, no change was made to the weighting scheme

of the purchases.

In the first three columns of both panels the dependent variable is the cumulative raw return,

while in columns 4-6 the left-hand variable is the cumulative abnormal return with respect

to the market model estimated in the pre-event window.

On a given day, stock returns are expected to be correlated in the cross-section and there-

fore the OLS assumption of iid residuals is likely to be violated. We therefore run placebo

regressions on the period from January 2009 to March 2013 to get the empirical distribution

of the coefficients in absence of policy shocks, which we use to compute robust standard er-

rors. The placebo event days are chosen randomly on non-overlapping periods to ensure that

the empirical distribution is constructed from independent draws. For regressions involving

short-horizon returns (up to 3 months) we impose that placebo event periods do not include

BoJ meetings on which bold monetary policy announcements were made. Namely, we exclude

the meetings of February 1st 2013, March 25th 2013, June 18th 2012 and the announcement

of the post-tsunami intervention in March 14th 2011. On all regression tables of this paper

we report the empirical p-values computed using this methodology.

The coefficient on the predicted price impact π is positive and significant across specifications

and events. This is consistent with our model, where the price adjustment of each security is

driven by the change in its marginal risk contribution to the aggregate portfolio.

In the specifications 2 and 6 we include the vector of purchased amounts u in the regression,

which we define as the sum of the weights in the Topix and the Nikkei index, for each security.

Results show that the effect of π is robust to the inclusion of the index weights. This indicates

significant spillovers as predicted by the portfolio-balance channel beyond local effects of the

net purchases by the BoJ.

It is natural to expect any monetary policy announcement by the BoJ to have an impact

on exchange rates. Figure A2 suggests that this is indeed the case for both announcements,

even though the Forex reaction is of opposite sign across the two events. To control for this

channel, we include in the regression the estimated exposure of each security on the JP-US
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Panel A: October 31st, 2014

Raw Returns Abnormal Returns

(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4)

π 57.86*** 59.15*** 31.92*** 23.27*** 36.06*** 37.75*** 39.95*** 30.60***

(8.59) (8.00) (4.40) (3.49) (4.94) (4.81) (5.54) (4.62)

u -0.00 -0.02*** -0.02*** -0.00 -0.02*** -0.02***

(-0.95) (-3.83) (-3.43) (-1.34) (-3.62) (-3.20)

Market Beta 0.040 0.025 -0.05 -0.07*

(0.75) (0.51) (-1.48) (-1.97)

Forex Beta 0.040* 0.043** 0.040* 0.041**

(1.87) (2.32) (1.96) (2.32)

log(Market Cap) 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.006

(1.17) (1.36) (0.97) (1.16)

Amihud 0.000 0.000 0.000 4.618

(0.53) (0.49) (0.22) (0.03)

Observations 1,851 1,851 1,807 1,701 1,851 1,851 1,807 1,701

R-squared 0.106 0.106 0.162 0.203 0.046 0.047 0.108 0.160

Industry FE NO NO NO YES NO NO NO YES

Panel B: July 29th, 2016

Raw Returns Abnormal Returns

(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4)

π 14.07* 14.30* 12.17* 11.88 15.33* 16.33* 17.49** 16.69**

(2.09) (1.93) (1.68) (1.78) (2.10) (2.08) (2.43) (2.52)

u -0.00 0.001 0.002 -0.00 0.004 0.004

(-0.29) (0.19) (0.38) (-1.33) (0.56) (0.67)

Market Beta 0.006 -0.00 0.002 -0.01

(0.12) (-0.06) (0.06) (-0.26)

Forex Beta 0.016 0.012 0.019 0.014

(0.78) (0.66) (0.94) (0.80)

log(Market Cap) -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00

(-0.10) (-0.05) (-0.58) (-0.49)

Amihud 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

(0.43) (0.18) (0.41) (0.11)

Observations 1,905 1,905 1,839 1,734 1,905 1,905 1,839 1,734

R-squared 0.017 0.017 0.021 0.043 0.019 0.019 0.028 0.050

Industry FE NO NO NO YES NO NO NO YES

Table 2: Cross-sectional regressions. The tables report the regression coefficients of the cross-sectional

regression of returns (in percentage points) on the predicted price impact π and a set of control variables

(standardized). Regressions are run separately for the two events. The dependent variable in columns 1-3 is

the cumulative raw return, while in columns 4-6 is the cumulative abnormal return with respect to the market

model estimated in the pre-event window. Cumulative returns are computed over a 10 days horizon after

the announcement date. t-statistics from placebo regressions are in parenthesis; asterisks denote conventional

significance levels (***=1%, **=5%, *=10%) based on empirical p-values.
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rate (βForex). The estimation procedure is explained in the previous section.

Results reported in Table 2 show that this control does not impair the significance of the

coefficient on π. The observed heterogeneity in the price response to the announcement

cannot thus be explained by the indirect effect of the policy on the foreign exchange rate.

The coefficient on βForex is positive and significant in 2014, when the BoJ announcement was

followed by a sharp rise in the Forex. In 2016, on the other hand, the coefficient on βForex is

not significant, consistent with the fact that the Forex did not move significantly (see Figure

A2).

5.6 Time-series pattern

According to our model, the time-series pattern of returns following the BoJ announcement

depends crucially on the credibility of the policy. In particular according to the baseline

version of our model – with perfect credibility – the effect of the policy should be reflected

by stock prices immediately after the BoJ announcement. On the other hand, the extended

version of the model – with imperfect credibility – produces a wider range of time-series

patterns depending on the dynamics of the policy uncertainty parameter λt, as stated in

Proposition 4.

For instance, if the BoJ proves commitment to the program and investors augment their confi-

dence (λt increasing in t), then the impact of the policy on asset prices should grow over time.

We should therefore observe a momentum continuation of the initial price adjustments.

Intuitively, if investors are fully confident that the announced purchase program will be carried

out as promised, then the entire effect of the policy should be incorporated in stock prices

immediately after the announcement. If, instead, investors are not fully confident about the

BoJ commitment to the program, the immediate effect on stock prices should only partially

reflect the risk-related consequences of the program. Abnormal price movements in the days

after the announcement depend on the dynamics of investors confidence in the policy.

Figure 4 suggests that the cross-sectional effect of the BoJ announcements is permanent and

weakly increasing over time. To systematically assess this pattern we run a number of cross-

sectional regressions, specified as in (6), varying the horizon H over which event returns are

calculated.

Results of this exercise are reported in Table 3, showing that the coefficients on π are positive

and significant for every horizon H. Even one year after the event there is no evidence of

reversal of the initial price impact. Moreover, the coefficients on π are generally increasing in

H. This suggests that the effect of the BoJ policy is not immediately reflected on prices, but

rather it is increasingly impounded over the following weeks.
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Abnormal Returns 2014 Abnormal Returns 2016

5 10 21 63 126 252 5 10 21 63 126 252

π 17.78** 39.95*** 28.31*** 72.21*** 171.9*** 305.5*** 17.43** 17.49** 33.70*** 40.86** 93.52*** 120.2***

(3.09) (5.54) (2.89) (4.52) (8.97) (11.91) (3.03) (2.43) (3.44) (2.56) (4.88) (4.69)

u -0.00 -0.02*** -0.01 -0.03*** -0.03** -0.07*** 0.011** 0.004 0.026** 0.016 0.052*** 0.118***

(-0.30) (-3.62) (-1.21) (-3.20) (-2.46) (-3.43) (2.22) (0.56) (2.76) (1.48) (3.31) (5.13)

Market Beta -0.02 -0.05 -0.07 -0.16* -0.29** -0.40*** 0.026 0.002 0.025 0.025 0.041 0.068

(-0.84) (-1.48) (-1.36) (-2.02) (-2.04) (-2.51) (0.86) (0.06) (0.47) (0.32) (0.28) (0.43)

Forex Beta 0.036** 0.040* 0.101*** 0.097** 0.043 -0.13 -0.00 0.019 0.061* 0.070* 0.220*** 0.216

(2.17) (1.96) (3.83) (2.29) (0.61) (-0.02) (-0.23) (0.94) (2.30) (1.67) (3.10) (0.04)

log(Market Cap) 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.001 0.005 -0.00 -0.00* -0.00 -0.01* -0.02 -0.07*** -0.11***

(0.32) (0.97) (0.17) (0.06) (0.25) (-0.27) (-1.60) (-0.58) (-1.81) (-1.80) (-3.52) (-6.82)

Amihud 0.001 0.000 -1.02 0.001 0.016*** 0.018*** 0.000 0.000 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00** -0.00

(0.78) (0.22) (-0.01) (0.70) (6.27) (7.17) (0.47) (0.41) (-0.47) (-0.92) (-3.12) (-2.16)

Observations 1,807 1,807 1,807 1,807 1,807 1,807 1,839 1,839 1,839 1,839 1,839 1,839

R-squared 0.055 0.108 0.073 0.098 0.153 0.119 0.051 0.028 0.079 0.077 0.178 0.140

Table 3: Cross-sectional regressions over different horizons. The table report the coefficients of cross-sectional regressions of cumulative returns

(in percentage points) computed at different horizons on the predicted price impact π and a set of control variables (standardized). Regressions are run

separately for the two events. The dependent variable is the cumulative abnormal return with respect to the market model estimated in the pre-event

window. t-statistics from placebo regressions are in parenthesis; asterisks denote conventional significance levels (***=1%, **=5%, *=10%) based on

empirical p-values.
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1 week 1 month 3 months 6 months 1 year

(1) Baseline 3.54 10.10 10.28 25.17 22.32

(2) Control for market and Forex 2.23 7.72 9.53 22.08 22.45

(3) Control for market, Forex and liquidity 1.56 7.17 9.56 19.80 22.05

Table 4: Portfolio Balance Effects. The table presents the estimated net portfolio balance effect on the

market, expressed in basis points per Trillion Yen invested by the central bank into the ETF purchase program.

We report point estimates for the net effect impounded into prices over increasing horizons, from three models

employing different sets of control variables defined in the text.

The observed pattern of post-event returns is consistent with a dynamics of the uncertainty

parameter λt which is increasing over time. For instance one could think of an affine λt or,

alternatively, an exponential functional form like λt = exp (t/M − 1).

5.7 Quantification of portfolio-balance effects

In this section we propose a simple back-of-the-envelope calculation to quantify the net ag-

gregate portfolio balance effect of the implemented program.

We start by estimating the following regression model for each daily horizon h ∈ 1, . . . , 252

Rh
i,e = βhπi,e + γhXi,e + δh FEe +εi,e

where X is a vector of control variables that depends on the regression specification and

e ∈ (2014, 2016). We include market capitalization in each specification to control for the

size factor, which is expected to become more relevant as the horizon increases. Unlike the

regressions in the previous sections, here we pool the data from the two events in order to

estimate the average effect of the policy. We include event fixed-effects FEe to allow for

a different intercept across the two announcements. Since we are considering both events

together, we need to rescale the π vectors to take into account the different magnitude of the

announcements. Therefore we multiply π2014 by 3 and π2016 by 6 to reflect the magnitude of

the target amount announced by the BoJ in the two events, respectively.

Given β̂h from the estimation, the predicted net return through the portfolio balance channel

for security i is R̂h
i,e = β̂hπi,e

5. For each event e, the predicted market return is the value-

weighted sum of security level predicted returns at every horizon

R̂h
e = β̂h

∑
i

wi,eπi,e

5Notice that the estimated β̂h allows us to compare the impact of alternative purchase schedules u′ that

the central bank could have implemented, conditional on the same covariance matrix Σ.
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Figure 5: Portfolio Balance Effects. This figure plots the time-series evolution of the estimated

portfolio balance effect induced by the BoJ purchase program, expressed in basis points per trillion

Yen invested. The estimates are based on specification (3), which includes controls for stocks

liquidity, market beta and exposure to the US-JPN Forex exchange rate. Thus the estimated

market impact can be interpreted as the counter-factual policy effect, net of of alternative channels

and confounding factors. Shaded areas denote 10%, 5% and 1% confidence intervals.

We then divide by the capital commitment by the central bank to obtain the induced market

return per trillion yen. Considering the two-year policy horizon, this amounts to 6 tn Yen for

2014 and 12 tn Yen for 2016, with the underlying assumption that each announcement was

completely unexpected.6 Thus, the per yen estimated average market return induced by the

policy through the portfolio-balance channel is calculated as

R̂h =
1

2

(
R̂h

2014/6 + R̂h
2016/12

)
Results of this exercise, reported in Table 4 for the three specifications, can be summarized

as a long-term impact of about 22 basis points per trillion yen employed. With the total

market capitalization of about ¥500 trillion, this implies an elasticity close to one since each

yen invested translates into an increase of the market valuation by roughly one yen.

Figure 5 plots the time-series evolution of the point estimate for the third specification,

showing that the portfolio balance effects are slowly impounded into prices. Consistent with

the qualitative prediction of our model, a momentum-like pattern is visible over the first 100

trading days following the announcement.

6If the extension of the program was partially anticipated by the market the estimated impact per yen

would increase, therefore we can consider our figures as a lower bound for the policy effect.
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5.8 Policy Implications

In light of our empirical findings, in this section we discuss the policy implications of the

theoretical framework, focusing on the effectiveness of different LSAP designs.

To formalize the discussion on the price distortions induced by the LSAP program, recall that

in our model the cost of capital of each firm is proportional to its marginal risk contribution

to the market portfolio (systematic risk). Formally, the vector of risk premia prior to the BoJ

intervention is proportional to ΣQ, where Σ is the variance-covariance matrix of fundamentals

and Q ∈ RN is the vector of shares outstanding.

As soon as the central bank purchases a quantity u ∈ RN , the cost of capital is affected and

converges to Σ(Q−Mu). In particular, firm i experiences a percentage shift in its perceived

cost of capital equal to

∆ki =
(Σ(Q−Mu))i

(ΣQ)i
− 1

Notice that ∆ki is not necessarily negative, thus some firms may experience an increase in

their financing costs (∆ki > 0), even though the central bank removes some of their shares

(ui > 0).

It follows that, from a theoretical point of view, an homogeneous impact on risk premia can be

achieved only with a vector of purchases proportional to Q. In fact, if the purchase schedule

is u∗ = aQ for a ∈ R, the effect on firm i is

∆k∗i =
(Σ(Q−Mu∗))i

(ΣQ)i
− 1 =

((1−Ma)ΣQ)i
(ΣQ)i

− 1 =
((1−Ma)ΣQ)i

(ΣQ)i
− 1 = −Ma

which does not depend on i and is thus homogeneous across companies.

In the case of Japan, a purchase schedule u parallel to Q corresponds to the BoJ limiting

its purchases of ETFs to those tracking the value-weighted Topix Index 7. Buying ETFs

tracking the price-weighted Nikkei 225, on the other hand, introduces a component in u which

is orthogonal to Q. This, in turn, leads to heterogeneous consequences for firms financing

costs, which can be interpreted as a distortion of the market allocation mechanisms. Figure

A6 shows that the distortion is evident also at industry level.

Under the assumption that a homogeneous effect is a preferred outcome of the policy, from

the model we infer that the central bank should stop buying Nikkei-indexed ETFs. More

precisely, the central bank should schedule future purchases with the objective of re-shaping

its equity portfolio in a value-weighted fashion.

7A purchase of u′ = aWTopix in Yen corresponds to u = aQ in shares, since the Topix is value-weighted.
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A change of policy in this direction was solicited by a number of critics of the purchasing

program, and on September 2016 the BoJ changed the guidelines for its asset purchases,

reducing the share of capital flowing to ETFs tracking the Nikkei 225 Index and increasing

its holdings of ETFs tracking the Topix. This brought the cross-sectional allocation of capital

closer to what market capitalization would justify.

Still, the BoJ has not completely abandoned the price-weighted Nikkei Index, nor it is bring-

ing its already accumulated holdings towards value-weighted proportions. According to our

model, the BoJ should make sure to bring its holdings proportional to companies market

capitalizations if it wants to amend the allocational side-effects of the policy.

6 Portfolio Rebalancing or Price Pressure?

The previous sections show that stock prices reacted to upward revisions of the BOJ program

consistently with the portfolio balance explanation. Even at long horizons, the expected

change in systematic risk is key to explain the cross-sectional impact on stock prices. We

interpret the persistence of the effect as evidence of downward sloping demand curves.

An alternative explanation for the persistence of the effect relies on the continued pressure

exercised by the BOJ through repeated purchases. If short-run demand curves are downward

sloping, abnormal volumes induced by the BOJ during intervention days might push prices

above fundamental values. Such effects are usually motivated by limits-to-arbitrage and are

expected to revert quickly. However, in a situation in which the central bank is expected

to buy repeatedly, arbitrageurs may refrain from betting against mispricings and thus fail

to bring prices back to fundamentals. The price pressure story combined with long lasting

limits-to-arbitrage delivers two predictions that can be tested in the data. Namely, in the

time series we should observe higher positive abnormal returns on intervention days. In the

cross-section abnormal returns should be proportional to the abnormal volume of the central

bank at the stock-level.

In this section we develop an empirical strategy to assess how much of the observed price

impact and its persistence is due to price pressure rather than the portfolio balance mecha-

nism. The idea is to exploit the time series and cross-sectional variation in daily purchases

to identify the flow effect and, subsequently, to subtract those from stock returns and re-run

the analysis of Section 5.5. If our results were to disappear after controlling for flow effects

we would conclude that the policy impact is due to the price pressure channel rather than to

portfolio balance.

Evaluating the relative magnitude of these two channels is essential to draw conclusions on the

elasticity of long-run demand curves for stocks. The distinction between the two explanations
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has also practical consequences for policy makers regarding the exit strategy from the purchase

program. A price pressure story predicts prices to revert as soon as the buying pressure from

the central bank stops, making the accumulated size of the balance sheet de facto irrelevant

beyond that point.

In the model of Section 4, the key variable is the quantity of assets available to private

investors and the effectiveness of QE is determined by the change in expected future supply.

As a consequence, prices will not revert to the pre-event level until supply is restored. In

our setting, this means that we should not observe any reversal until the central bank is

expected to unwind its portfolio and the risk previously held on the central bank’s balance

sheet is back into the hands of risk-averse private investors. Thus, long-run demand curves

are downward sloping in the model: a non-fundamental change in the supply moves prices to

a new equilibrium. The actual purchases are of second-order importance in the model, in the

sense that the aggregate impact of the policy is unaffected by the timing of the purchases. In

the baseline version of the model, the way in which purchases are spread over time only affects

the time-series shape of the effect through the change in the residual duration of the policy.

For the extreme case in which the central bank buys everything on the announcement day,

the model predicts immediate and complete adjustment of prices. If instead the central bank

were to distribute its daily purchases equally over the policy horizon, prices would adjust

continuously after an initial jump due to the announcement. In both scenarios prices would

reach the same price level at by the end of the policy horizon.

The QQE was announced on April 4, 2013, and the asset purchases were then gradually

carried out. In its official statements, the BOJ does not commits itself to any particular

purchase frequency and does not reveal in advance the days in which it will buy. Ex-post,

we can see from Panel A of Figure 6 that the bank has been buying fairly consistently once

to twice a week over the sample period. The blue crosses in Panel B of Figure 6 indicate

intervention days. On the y-axis we report the ratio between the dollar amount purchased

and the aggregate dollar trading volume in the underlying stock market on that day.

Since the purchase frequency remained stable over the policy horizon, the upward revisions

of the annual target in October 2014 and in July 2016 translated into an increase of the

daily purchased amount. However, even in the last period, the quantity purchased by the

BOJ represented less than 5% of the daily market volume, a threshold which is often used by

practitioners as guideline for when a trade is expected to have a price impact. At the stock

level, the purchases by the BOJ account for more than 5% of the daily trading volume on

average for just 5.2% of the stocks.

To quantify the direct price impact of purchases we estimate a dynamic model in the spirit

of Eser and Schwaab (2016) that relates daily stock returns to daily flows from the central

bank. The model is specified as
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Figure 6: Purchase Frequency and Volume. Panel A plots the average number of purchase days per

week at quarterly frequency. Panel B plots the ratio between the yen amount purchased by the BOJ on a

given day and the aggregate trading volume in yen on that day. The aggregate trading volume is computed

as the sum of the trading volume of the securities targeted by the policy.

ARi,t = α+ β0AVi,t + β1AVi,t−1 + β2

(
K∑
k=2

ρk−2AVi,t−k

)
+ εi,t (7)

where

AVi,t :=
BOJ Flowi,t

E [Volumei,t]

The amount purchased at stock-level (BOJ Flowi,t) is computed as 1
2(wi,T + wi,N )At, where

wi,T is the weight of stock i in the Topix index, wi,N is the weight of stock i in the Nikkei 225

index and At is the value of ETFs purchased by the BOJ on day t. On non-purchase days,

the demand shock is therefore zero for every stock in our sample, and strictly positive on

purchase days. We then define AVi,t as the dollar amount purchased of stock i on day t scaled

by the average trading volume of that stock, where the latter is computed over a backward

looking window of six months excluding days in which the BOJ is intervening. We use AVi,t

as a proxy for the BOJ-induced abnormal volume. The assumption here is that each trade

of the BOJ in the ETF market translates into purchases of the underlying basket by ETF

providers, on the same day.

The model includes lagged values of AV to identify the permanent component of the price

pressure, net of transitory and delayed effects of purchases. The long-run effect of the flow-

induced price impact can be computed from the estimated coefficients as

F = β0 + β1 + β2

(
K∑
k=2

ρk−2

)
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The parameter 0 < ρ < 1 determines how long it takes for prices to adjust following an

intervention. A ρ close to zero means that the dynamic of the flow effect is exhausted after

two days. F ≈ 0 means that temporary price impacts, if any, are fully reverted. This in

turn implies that the price pressure story does not contribute to explain the persistence of

the policy impact documented in Section 5. On the contrary, F > 0 implies that (part of)

the persistence attributed to the portfolio rebalancing mechanism might be due to the direct

impact of the flow of BOJ purchases.

The identification of the direct impact of the purchases (flow effect) in this panel regression

framework relies both on the exogeneity of the cross-sectional variation of the purchases and

on the predetermination of the purchase amounts with respect to prices. The exogeneity

in the cross-section is discussed extensively in Section 2 and mainly relies on the fact that

the weighting system of the Nikkei 225 introduces significant variation in the cross-section of

purchases that is unrelated to firms’ fundamentals. Predetermination of the purchases is not

straightforward in the current context. The criteria used by the BOJ to decide whether and

how strongly to intervene on a particular day are not public information, however there are

reasons to believe that the BOJ tends to intervene on days when the market is falling. In

fact, the median stock return is significantly lower on intervention days (−0.6%) relative to

non-intervention days (0.3%). To tackle this potential endogeneity of BOJ flows we specify

the regression model in terms of abnormal returns. Given that the BOJ might be using the

return on the market as a signal for whether to intervene, removing the contemporaneous

return on the market should mitigate the issue. The fact that mean and median abnormal

returns are not significantly different from zero in both intervention and non-intervention

days supports our claim.

We do not include an announcement dummy in the specification because on those days no

ETF purchases were made by the BOJ. Looking at the time series of BOJ purchases, we see

that the bank intervened two weeks before and one week after the first upward revision of the

purchase target on October 31, 2014. Similarly, no purchases were made on July 29, 2016.

Purchases are registered on the previous day and four days after.

We estimate five different specifications of model (7). We start considering only contempora-

neous volumes (K = 0), then we augment the specification to K equal to 1, 2, 5 or 10. The

estimated parameters are reported in Panel A of Table 5 together with the implied long-run

impact. The positive coefficients on β0 and β1 suggest that abnormal returns are significantly

higher during purchase days for stocks which experience a higher degree of buying pressure.

The negative but not significant value of β2 and a persistence parameter ρ close to zero imply

that such a price impact is not reverted in the next trading weeks and give rise to a positive

long-run component F in every specification.

The results indicate a positive and persistent flow effect of the policy, which might lead to an
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Panel A Panel B

Model K β0 β1 β2 ρ F ã1 Flow Effect Port Balance

(1) 0 0.011 0.011 138.644 5.63% 94.37%

(9.356) (11.175)

(2) 1 0.004 0.015 0.019 132.288 9.96% 90.04%

(3.314) (11.358) (10.662)

(3) 2 0.004 0.015 -0.001 0.018 132.608 9.74% 90.26%

(3.358) (10.979) (-0.679) (10.688)

(4) 5 0.004 0.015 -0.001 0.001 0.018 132.567 9.77% 90.23%

(3.396) (10.997) (-0.694) (0.035) (10.685)

(5) 10 0.004 0.015 -0.001 0.001 0.018 132.567 9.77% 90.23%

(3.396) (10.997) (-0.694) (0.039) (10.685)

Table 5: Flow Effect The table reports results from the estimation of the dynamic model described in (7),

where a different value for the number of lags K is used in each specification. The models are estimated with

maximum likelihood assuming normally distributed error terms and constraining the persistence parameter ρ

in the unit interval. Panel A presents the estimated model parameters and the implied long-run effect F . Panel

B shows OLS estimates of the coefficient ã1 resulting from a cross-sectional regression of cumulative abnormal

returns, purified from the estimated flow effects, on the predicted price impact π resulting from the portfolio

balance model of Section 4. The decomposition into flow and portfolio balance components is obtained by

comparing ã1 with the coefficient a1 from Section 5.5 based on standard CARs.

overestimation of the portfolio rebalancing channel in the previous section. To quantify the

consequences of failing to take the effect of flows into accont, we construct the flow induced

returns as the fitted values of the estimated model

ÂR
Flow

i,t = β̂0AVi,t + β̂1AVi,t−1 + β̂2

(
K∑
k=2

ρ̂k−2AVi,t−k

)

which we subtract from stock returns to remove the direct impact of the BOJ purchases

ÃRi,t = ARi,t − ÂR
Flow

i,t

We then estimate our main regression (6) using ÃR instead of AR, computing the cumulative

abnormal returns over a one-year horizon following the two event dates and we regress them

on the predicted price impact vector π. We pool the 2014 and 2016 events together to obtain

a unique estimate ã1 of the price impact of the policy through the portfolio rebalancing

channel. The ratio between ã1 and its counterpart â1 obtained estimating the model with

the cumulative returns computed from AR, gives us the fraction of the estimated portfolio

balance impact that can be explained by the price pressure channel.

Panel B of Table 5 summarizes the results of this second step, showing that the fraction of the

observed cross-sectional pattern explained by the price pressure channel ranges between 5%
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and 10% depending on the specification. It must be noted that these figures represent upper

bounds for the persistent flow effect of the policy since the latter effect might be amplified by

expectation updates in the portfolio balance model. Given that the dates of the purchases are

not disclosed in advance by the BOJ, the surprise effect of the purchases might push prices

up making it harder for us to fully disentangle the two channels.

Taken together, the results of this section suggest that the price pressure generated by the

central bank at the stock level plays a limited role in the impact of the policy. We conclude

that the observed cross-sectional pattern of stock returns is generated by the portfolio balance

channel rather than continued price-pressure arising from the central bank flows.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we study the asset pricing implications of the ETF purchase program undertaken

by the BoJ in April 2013. The analysis is supported by a dynamic asset pricing model,

featuring multiple assets with time-varying supply due to open market operations of the

central bank.

Exploiting the exogeneity and the cross-sectional dimension of the BoJ’s purchase schedule,

we overcome the endogeneity problems of previous studies and clearly identify the portfolio

balance channel at work. We show that the intervention is having a long-lasting effect on

Japanese equity prices, thus reducing the cost of capital of domestic companies. We document

economically significant portfolio balance effects on the equity market, with an estimated

magnitude of 20 basis points per trillion Yen invested into the program.

The long-term reduction in asset supply induced by the commitment of the central bank has

a long-lasting effect on prices, thus implying that long-term demand curves for stocks are

not flat. We rationalize this empirical finding by arguing that the intervention induces a

change in the structure of the systematic risk borne by the private sector, thus leading to

a new discount factor. The slope of securities demand curves hence depends on the entire

covariance structure of securities’ fundamentals.

Our results also shed light on the side-effects of the LSAP, uncovering a highly heterogeneous

impact in the cross-section of cost of capital, both at the firm and at the industry level.

Using our theoretical framework to evaluate the impact of arbitrary purchase schedules, we

find that the observed heterogeneity in the price effects mainly arises from the weight given

to the Nikkei price index. We conclude that capital injections shaped according to market

weights would induce a cross-sectionally homogeneous change in the cost of capital, thus

overcoming the undesired side effects of the program.
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Figure A1: From ETFs to equity This figure describes the channel though which ETF purchases

of the central bank may have an impact on equity prices. As the BoJ buys Topix- and Nikkei-linked

ETFs, these are created by ETF sponsors and/or authorized participants. The securities needed

to form the ETF basket are collected by these intermediaries in the equity market, thus effectively

reducing the supply of equity shares available to private investors.
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Figure A2: Topix Index and JP-US Exchange Rate. This figure shows the time-series of

the Topix Index over our sample period (green solid line, left axis) and of the exchange rate from

US Dollar to Japanese Yen (purple dotted line, right axis).
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Figure A3: Distortion. The figure plots the distribution of the log ratio between the Nikkei

weight and the Topix weight for Nikkei firms only. The histogram shows a significant dispersion,

confirming that Nikkei weights induce significant cross-sectional variation of purchased quantities

relative to market capitalization.
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Figure A4: Weights, betas and market capitalizations. The histograms display cross-sectional distri-

butions at the time of the BoJ announcements. Panel A refers to the announcement in 2014, Panel B to the

announcement in 2016. The first two top panels show the distribution of the weights in the Topix index (ωT )

and in the Nikkei 225 index (ωN ). BoJ weights are computed as ωT + ωN and correspond to the elements of

the vector u in the model. Market betas and Forex betas are estimated following the procedure explained in

section 5.3. Companies Market Capitalizations are in logarithmic scale.
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Figure A5: Assets Under Management (AUM) by Provider (in trillion yen). This figure shows the

Assets Under Management of ETFs aggregated at Provider level. The values are computed as of December

30th, 2016.
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Figure A6: Portfolio Balance Effect across Industries This figure shows the estimated portfolio balance

impact of the policy, expressed in basis points per trillion Yen, computed separately for each sector.
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Appendix B : Tables

Mean Std Deviation Min 25% 50% 75% Max Obs

Market Cap (Billions Yen)

Topix 254 876 2 18 45 145 22210 1879

Nikkei 1388 2171 28 293 693 1496 22210 220

Not Nikkei 104 231 2 16 35 90 3191 1659

Forex Beta

Topix -0.04 0.14 -1.68 -0.12 -0.04 0.04 0.63 1879

Nikkei 0.02 0.13 -0.39 -0.07 0.02 0.10 0.46 220

Not Nikkei -0.05 0.14 -1.68 -0.12 -0.05 0.03 0.63 1659

Market Beta

Topix 0.86 0.31 -0.16 0.64 0.86 1.07 2.08 1879

Nikkei 1.08 0.22 0.46 0.91 1.08 1.23 1.71 220

Not Nikkei 0.83 0.31 -0.16 0.61 0.81 1.03 2.08 1659

BoJ Weight

Topix 0.05 0.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 4.65 1879

Nikkei 0.38 0.56 0.01 0.11 0.21 0.41 4.65 220

Not Nikkei 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.34 1659

Nikkei Weight

Topix 0.05 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.91 1879

Nikkei 0.45 0.86 0.00 0.10 0.21 0.44 8.91 220

Not Nikkei 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1659

Topix Weight

Topix 0.05 0.19 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.03 4.70 1879

Nikkei 0.31 0.47 0.01 0.06 0.16 0.37 4.70 220

Not Nikkei 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.69 1659

Table A1: Summary Statistics. This table provides summary statistics for various stock characteristics

by index membership. Topix stocks represent our entire sample of stocks. Nikkei stocks are those included

in the Nikkei 225 index, while Not Nikkei stocks are those that only appear in the Topix index. All Nikkei

companies also belong to the Topix index.
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Market Cap Market beta Forex beta Market Leverage Market to Book

(bn JPY) (%)

mean std p50 mean std p50 mean std p50 mean std p50 mean std p50

As of 2013:

High Pi 808.4 1643.5 297.8 1.04 0.24 1.03 0.00 0.12 -0.01 26.4 22.4 21.6 1.2 0.5 1.1

Medium-high Pi 118.3 195.4 53.2 0.79 0.27 0.78 -0.03 0.11 -0.04 24.1 22.8 17.2 1.2 2.0 1.0

Medium-low Pi 46.3 69.7 25.4 0.75 0.31 0.72 -0.06 0.14 -0.07 25.9 23.3 20.0 1.1 0.8 1.0

Low Pi 30.8 55.7 17.7 0.90 0.32 0.90 -0.07 0.16 -0.06 25.7 22.6 21.1 1.4 1.3 1.0

As of 2015:

High Pi 943.1 1822.3 391.3 1.00 0.18 1.01 0.00 0.13 -0.01 23.9 22.7 18.1 1.4 0.9 1.1

Medium-high Pi 134.8 219.2 53.7 0.84 0.22 0.85 -0.04 0.12 -0.05 23.3 22.6 17.9 1.2 0.8 1.0

Medium-low Pi 66.2 110.1 30.0 0.81 0.23 0.82 -0.05 0.14 -0.06 24.5 22.6 18.2 1.2 0.9 1.0

Low Pi 44.6 58.9 22.7 0.89 0.22 0.89 -0.05 0.17 -0.05 24.1 22.0 18.2 1.5 1.3 1.1

Table A2: Summary Statistics by π-quartile. Market beta and Forex beta are estimated as explained

in the main text. Market leverage is defined as (DLTT + DLC) / (DLTT + DLC + Market Cap). Market

to book is the ratio of market assets to book assets and is computed as (LT + PSTK - TXDITC + Market

Cap) / AT. Variables indicated with capital letters are from Compustat Global. Market capitalization is from

Bloomberg.
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Abnormal Returns 2014 Abnormal Returns 2016

Horizon (days) 5 10 21 63 126 252 5 10 21 63 126 252

π 11.06** 30.60*** 22.51** 63.85*** 152.1*** 275.0*** 15.52** 16.69** 30.48*** 34.18** 82.20*** 110.4***

(2.11) (4.62) (2.52) (4.34) (8.50) (10.32) (2.96) (2.52) (3.42) (2.32) (4.60) (4.14)

u -0.00 -0.02*** -0.01 -0.02*** -0.02 -0.04* 0.010* 0.004 0.024** 0.014 0.045** 0.102***

(-0.39) (-3.20) (-1.30) (-2.52) (-1.65) (-1.99) (2.06) (0.67) (2.55) (1.35) (2.91) (4.70)

Market Beta -0.04* -0.07* -0.08* -0.17** -0.32** -0.45*** 0.016 -0.01 0.009 0.012 0.007 0.041

(-1.47) (-1.97) (-1.70) (-2.32) (-2.22) (-2.68) (0.59) (-0.26) (0.19) (0.16) (0.05) (0.24)

Forex Beta 0.039** 0.041** 0.095*** 0.087** 0.019 -0.12 -0.00 0.014 0.053** 0.049 0.190*** 0.166

(2.81) (2.32) (4.11) (2.26) (0.30) (-0.03) (-0.48) (0.80) (2.32) (1.28) (2.92) (0.04)

log(Market Cap) 0.002 0.006 0.001 -0.00 0.005 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.02 -0.06*** -0.10***

(0.63) (1.16) (0.22) (-0.07) (0.26) (-0.72) (-1.40) (-0.49) (-1.60) (-1.70) (-3.43) (-8.54)

Amihud 0.000 4.618 0.001 0.000 0.019*** 0.005 0.000 0.000 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00** -0.01***

(0.66) (0.03) (0.75) (0.36) (7.19) (1.67) (0.18) (0.11) (-0.59) (-1.31) (-3.23) (-3.11)

Observations 1,701 1,701 1,701 1,701 1,701 1,701 1,734 1,734 1,734 1,734 1,734 1,734

R-squared 0.114 0.160 0.102 0.120 0.180 0.141 0.071 0.050 0.101 0.111 0.203 0.191

Industry FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Table A3: Cross-sectional regressions with industry fixed effects. The table report the coefficients of cross-sectional regressions of cumulative

returns (in percentage points) computed at different horizons on the predicted price impact π and a set of control variables (standardized). In this specification

we include industry fixed effects, based on the first 3 digits of the Standard Industry Classification Code (SIC-3). Regressions are run separately for the

two events. The dependent variable is the cumulative abnormal return with respect to the market model estimated in the pre-event window. t-statistics

from placebo regressions are in parenthesis; asterisks denote conventional significance levels (***=1%, **=5%, *=10%) based on empirical p-values.
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Abnormal Returns 2014 Abnormal Returns 2016

5 10 21 63 126 252 5 10 21 63 126 252

π 19.04*** 42.17*** 28.77*** 72.38*** 172.5*** 300.7*** 17.61** 17.34* 31.88*** 38.51** 87.69*** 112.9***

(3.22) (5.69) (2.86) (4.57) (9.25) (11.60) (2.98) (2.34) (3.16) (2.43) (4.70) (4.36)

u 0.008* -0.00 -0.00 -0.03*** -0.03** -0.11*** 0.014*** 0.001 -0.00 -0.02* -0.04** 0.001

(1.90) (-1.32) (-0.97) (-3.44) (-2.06) (-4.64) (3.28) (0.27) (-0.24) (-2.15) (-2.47) (0.07)

Market Beta -0.02 -0.05 -0.07 -0.16* -0.29** -0.40*** 0.026 0.002 0.027 0.028 0.048 0.076

(-0.84) (-1.48) (-1.37) (-2.06) (-2.05) (-2.14) (0.86) (0.07) (0.51) (0.36) (0.33) (0.41)

Forex Beta 0.037** 0.042* 0.102*** 0.097** 0.043 -0.13 -0.00 0.018 0.053* 0.060 0.196*** 0.186***

(2.20) (2.02) (3.81) (2.28) (0.61) (-1.72) (-0.18) (0.90) (2.00) (1.43) (2.73) (2.33)

log(Market Cap) 0.001 0.006 0.001 0.001 0.005 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01* -0.03 -0.07*** -0.11***

(0.33) (0.94) (0.16) (0.06) (0.24) (-0.33) (-1.48) (-0.55) (-1.80) (-1.79) (-3.58) (-7.59)

Amihud 0.001 0.000 4.552 0.001 0.016*** 0.018*** 0.000 0.000 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00** -0.00

(0.79) (0.25) (0.00) (0.67) (6.13) (7.14) (0.48) (0.39) (-0.53) (-0.96) (-3.27) (-2.45)

Nikkei -0.01 -0.02* -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 0.048* -0.00 0.003 0.038* 0.049* 0.122*** 0.153***

(-1.26) (-1.72) (-0.27) (-0.08) (-0.18) (1.54) (-0.38) (0.24) (2.23) (2.32) (4.03) (4.88)

Observations 1,807 1,807 1,807 1,807 1,807 1,807 1,839 1,839 1,839 1,839 1,839 1,839

R-squared 0.06 0.11 0.07 0.10 0.15 0.12 0.05 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.19 0.15

Industry FE NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO

Table A4: Cross-sectional regressions controlling for Nikkei. The table report the coefficients of cross-sectional regressions of cumulative returns

(in percentage points) computed at different horizons on the predicted price impact π and a set of control variables (standardized). In this specification we

add a dummy variable Nikkei that indicates stocks belonging to the Nikkei 225 Index. Regressions are run separately for the two events. The dependent

variable is the cumulative abnormal return with respect to the market model estimated in the pre-event window. t-statistics from placebo regressions are

in parenthesis; asterisks denote conventional significance levels (***=1%, **=5%, *=10%) based on empirical p-values.
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Abnormal Returns 2014 Abnormal Returns 2016

Horizon (days) 5 10 21 63 126 252 5 10 21 63 126 252

π 12.21** 32.64*** 22.95** 63.97*** 150.7*** 266.7*** 15.62** 16.37** 28.39** 31.48** 75.75*** 102.7***

(2.28) (4.80) (2.51) (4.38) (8.72) (10.01) (2.91) (2.41) (3.11) (2.16) (4.38) (3.86)

u 0.006 -0.00 -0.00 -0.02*** -0.03** -0.10*** 0.012** 0.000 -0.00 -0.02* -0.04** -0.00

(1.35) (-1.41) (-1.16) (-2.89) (-2.32) (-4.28) (2.72) (0.05) (-0.56) (-2.42) (-2.95) (-0.21)

Market Beta -0.04* -0.07* -0.08* -0.17** -0.33** -0.46*** 0.016 -0.00 0.011 0.015 0.014 0.050

(-1.48) (-1.98) (-1.71) (-2.38) (-2.23) (-2.28) (0.59) (-0.25) (0.24) (0.21) (0.10) (0.25)

Forex Beta 0.040** 0.043** 0.095*** 0.087** 0.018 -0.12*** -0.00 0.012 0.044* 0.038 0.163** 0.134***

(2.83) (2.38) (4.11) (2.25) (0.28) (-1.93) (-0.45) (0.71) (1.93) (0.98) (2.49) (2.01)

log(Market Cap) 0.002 0.006 0.001 -0.00 0.004 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00 -0.01 -0.02 -0.06*** -0.10***

(0.61) (1.09) (0.21) (-0.07) (0.24) (-0.81) (-1.29) (-0.48) (-1.61) (-1.69) (-3.43) (-9.10)

Amihud 0.001 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.019*** 0.005 0.000 0.000 -0.00 -0.00 -0.00** -0.01***

(0.67) (0.06) (0.70) (0.34) (6.97) (1.52) (0.18) (0.09) (-0.64) (-1.32) (-3.33) (-3.15)

Nikkei -0.01 -0.01 -0.00 -0.00 0.011 0.074*** -0.00 0.006 0.039* 0.050* 0.120*** 0.143***

(-1.04) (-1.39) (-0.22) (-0.05) (0.36) (2.15) (-0.17) (0.46) (2.24) (2.29) (3.62) (4.17)

Observations 1,701 1,701 1,701 1,701 1,701 1,701 1,734 1,734 1,734 1,734 1,734 1,734

R-squared 0.12 0.16 0.10 0.12 0.18 0.14 0.07 0.05 0.11 0.12 0.21 0.20

Industry FE YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES

Table A5: Cross-sectional regressions controlling for Nikkei and industry. The table report the coefficients of cross-sectional regressions of

cumulative returns (in percentage points) computed at different horizons on the predicted price impact π and a set of control variables (standardized). In

this specification we add a dummy variable Nikkei that indicates stocks belonging to the Nikkei 225 Index and industry fixed effects based on the first 3

digits of the Standard Industry Classification Code (SIC-3). Regressions are run separately for the two events. The dependent variable is the cumulative

abnormal return with respect to the market model estimated in the pre-event window. t-statistics from placebo regressions are in parenthesis; asterisks

denote conventional significance levels (***=1%, **=5%, *=10%) based on empirical p-values.
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Appendix C : Model Derivation

The model features a representative investor who chooses time-t demand Nt of shares to

maximize its next period exponential utility subject to a standard budget constraint

max
N

Et (− exp(−γWt+1))

s.t. Wt+1 = Wt(1 + r) +N ′t(pt+1 +Dt+1 − pt(1 + r))

From the first order condition it follows that

Nt =
1

γ
[Vart(pt+1 +Dt+1)]

−1(Et[pt+1 +Dt+1 − pt])

We restrict our attention to the covariance stationary equilibrium. Imposing market clearing

and substituting Σ = Vart(pt+1 +Dt+1) yields

(1 + r)pt = Et[pt+1 +Dt+1]− γΣQt (8)

Iterating forward up to time T and applying the law of iterated expectations we get

(1 + r)pt = Et

[
pT

(1 + r)T−1

]
+

T−1∑
i=0

Dt

(1 + r)i
− γΣ

T−1∑
i=0

Et[Qt+i]

(1 + r)i

Taking the limit T →∞ and imposing the no-bubble condition yields

pt =
Dt

r
− γΣ

(1 + r)

( ∞∑
i=0

Et[Qt+i]

(1 + r)i

)
=

1

r
(Dt − γΣΩt) (9)

where we introduced the notation

Ωt =
r

1 + r

∞∑
i=0

Et[Qt+i]

(1 + r)i

which can be interpreted as the discounted time-t expected future supply of the asset. This

term is crucial for our analysis, representing the channel through which the central bank is

able to affect the asset risk premia. Under no expectation of monetary policy intervention we

have Et(Qt+i) = Q, so that the resulting pricing equation collapses to

pt =
1

r
(Dt − γΣQ)

where the vector γΣQ can be interpreted as the cross-sectional risk premium required by

investors in equilibrium. In our context, this is the pricing equation that applies before the

policy announcement at t = 1.

In the following sections we look at what happens to prices if the central bank unexpectedly

commits itself to a large-scale purchase of assets over a defined period, thus affecting the

expected path of future supply Ωt.
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Perfect Credibility

Assuming that the central bank’s commitment to the policy is fully credible means that
Et(Qt+i) = Q for i ≥ 0 and t < 1

Et(Qt+i) = Q− (t+ i)u for i ≥ 0 and t = 1, . . . ,M

Et(Qt+i) = Q−Mu for i ≥ 0 and t ≥M

After the BoJ announcement, for t ≥ 1, the expected supply can be written as

Ωt =
r

1 + r

(
M−t−1∑
i=0

Q− (t+ i)u

(1 + r)i
+

∞∑
i=M−t

Q−Mu

(1 + r)i

)

= Q− r

1 + r

(
M−t−1∑
i=0

(t+ i)u

(1 + r)i
+

∞∑
i=M−t

Mu

(1 + r)i

)

= Q− r

1 + r

(
M−t−1∑
i=0

(t+ i−M)u

(1 + r)i
+
∞∑
i=0

Mu

(1 + r)i

)

= Q−Mu+
r

1 + r

M−t−1∑
i=0

(M − t− i)
(1 + r)i

u

= Q−Mu+ ϕ(t)u

where we introduced the real-valued function ϕ(t) = r
1+r

∑M−t−1
i=0

(M−t−i)
(1+r)i

, defined for t ≥ 1

and enjoying the following properties

(i) ϕ(t+ 1)− ϕ(t) < 0

(ii) ϕ(t) < M for t ≥ 1

(iii) ϕ(t) = 0 for t ≥M

Therefore the pricing equation takes the form
pt = 1

r (Dt − γΣQ) for t < 1

pt = 1
r (Dt − γΣ(Q−Mu+ ϕ(t)u)) for t = 1, . . . M

pt = 1
r (Dt − γΣ(Q−Mu)) for t ≥M

and the price change at the announcement day t = 1 can be written as

p1 − p0 =
1

r
(ε1 + γΣ(Mu− ϕ(1)u)) (10)

and is positively related to Σu in the cross-section, since ϕ(1) < M . Dividing (10) by p0

component-wise proves Proposition 1.
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In the days following the announcement, as the supply is gradually reduced by the central

bank open market operations, the price changes are given by

pt+1 − pt =
1

r
(εt+1 − γΣ(ϕ(t+ 1)− ϕ(t))u) , t = 1, . . . M (11)

and are also positive related to Σu, since ϕ(t) is a decreasing function of t. Dividing (11) by

pt component-wise proves Proposition 2.

We thus expect to observe a momentum-like effect extending the initial price impact dur-

ing the days following the announcement by the central bank. This continuation effect is

quantitatively smaller in size relative to the initial price adjustment.

Imperfect Credibility

We now explore the possibility that agents expectations on future supply only partially ac-

count for the announced asset purchase program. We assume that for each t ≥ 1 there exist

a scalar λt ≥ 0 such that the time-t expectation is
Et(Qt+i) = Q for i ≥ 0 and t < 1

Et(Qt+i) = Q− λt(t+ i)u for i ≥ 0 and t = 1, . . . ,M

Et(Qt+i) = Q− λtMu for i ≥ 0 and t ≥ 1

The parameter λt can be interpreted as the degree of confidence of investors in the BoJ

commitment or, in other words, as the conditional probability they attach to the continuation

of the program.

Assuming that investors increase their confidence as time passes – and they observe more

actual purchases by the BoJ – amounts to assume that λt is increasing in time. Alternately,

an increasing λt can be interpreted as a lagged reaction of investors, to be attributed to slow-

moving capital, bounded rationality, slow information percolation or similar frictions.

Building on the previous section is easy to see that the expected supply is

Ωt = Q− λtMu+ λtϕ(t)u

Plugging this in equation (9) we find that the price change at the announcement date is

p1 − p0 =
1

r
(ε1 + λ1γΣ(Mu− ϕ(1)u))

showing that the size of the price jump is increasing in the initial policy credibility λ1 and

proving Proposition 3.
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During the following days the price changes depend on the time-series evolution of λt. De-

noting the updates in believes by ∆λt+1 = λt+1 − λt we have

pt+1 − pt =
1

r
(εt+1 − γΣ(∆λt+1M − (λt+1ϕ(t+ 1)− λtϕ(t)))u) , t = 1, . . . M

In particular if ∆λt+1 > 0 we have a momentum effect similar to the perfect credibility case,

since we have the following inequalities

λt+1ϕ(t+ 1)− λtϕ(t) < λt+1ϕ(t)− λtϕ(t)) = ∆λt+1ϕ(t) < ∆λt+1M

Therefore we conclude that if ∆λt+1 > 0 for every t = 1, . . . ,M , then we should observe a

momentum effect proportional to π = Σu in the cross-section, proving Proposition 4.
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